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Enjoy Peace 
and Serenity  

Every Day With A 
Hydropool

Serenity
Hot Tub 

Medical evidence proves that 
regular use of a hot tub is not only 
relaxing and fun… it is healthy as 

well. Hydrotherapy is good for your 
body and soul. It helps release 

the stress and strain of your busy 
lifestyle. Get in a Serenity Hot 

Tub and you will feel the benefits 
of hydrotherapy, warm soothing 
water, invigorating and pulsating 

jet streams and natural buoyancy. 
Enjoy day and night, inside or out, 

by yourself or with family and 
friends… life with a Serenity Hot 

Tub is just a whole lot better.

Some Of The Benefits Of 
Hot Tubs Include:

•  Soothes tired and aching muscles.

•  Relieves arthritic and migraine pain. 

•  Relieves stress and tension.

•  Helps you work, play and sleep better.r.

•  Helps rekindle romance and friendships.

•  Brings families together.
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A Hydropool Serenity Hot Tub 

Will Help You Feel, Work, 
Play and Sleep Better!

Start Your Day 
Off Right
Imagine how much better 
your day will start when you 
slip into your own Hydropool 
Serenity Hot Tub for a few 
minutes each morning. Your 
circulation will improve, your 
muscles will relax and feel 
better, and your state of mind 
will be enhanced. You will 
be better prepared to face a 
hectic day at work, a workout  
at the gym or a round of golf 
at the club.

Sleep Better
The heat, improved blood 
circulation, tension relief, 
and quicker lactic acid 
dissipation will result in 
a comforting state of 
relaxation and tranquility, 
assisting you to sleep 
better at night.

Relieve Stress  
and Relax
When you’re relaxing, you 
enjoy life more. It is easier to 
converse, share intimacies, 
smile and laugh. You’ll look 
forward to your times in your 
hot tub. Hydropool Serenity 
Hot Tubs are also great for 
entertaining. Your guests will 
leave relaxed and with fond 
memories of the time spent 
in your hot tub.

Soothe Those Tired
and Aching Muscles
The heat of your Hydropool 
Serenity Hot Tub results in 
collagen tissue becoming more 
flexible, benefiting many people 
with arthritic symptoms. Doctors 
have advised people with 
arthritis that soaking in warm 
water several times a day relaxes 
muscles and joints and helps 
induce restful sleep.The resulting 
stress and muscle tension relief 
has also led many migraine 
sufferers to claim that hot tub 
use reduces the frequency and 
severity of their headaches.
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Foot Jets

Rubber
Mounted
Motors
Provide 
Noise And
Vibration  
Free 
Operation

Air
Flow 
Controls

Armrest

Speaker

Super Soft Pillows
Versa Massage
Diverter Valve

X-treme
Therapy Seat

Deep
Seating
Ensures

Comfortable
Full-Body

Water
Submersion

Wide And
Safe Access

With Non-Slip
Steps

Skimming
Micro Filter

High Performance 
Electronic Controls

Serenity 
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Hydropool Strives To Be The Best With...
Innovative Design Features.

Never Float Lounger

Super Soft Pillows

Safety Steps   

Clean/Clear Skimming  
MicroFilter 

10 Year Worry-Free  
Structural Guarantee 

Large Footwells

(Numbers refer to the top view of a
Hydropool Serenity Hot Tub on the 
opposite page)

 Designed and 
Engineered For
Performance. 
For over 30 years, Hydropool, the 
manufacturer of Serenity Hot Tubs, has 
evolved with what we call “continuous 
engineering”.  We strive to be the best 
and nothing less will do.  
The result is a hot tub renowned 
worldwide for quality and performance. 

All Serenity models are ergonomically 
designed for full body support and 
comfort. With soft, comfortable pillows 
that gently support your head and neck, 
while wide lumbar support cradles 
your body.  Serenity’s Clean & Clear 
microfiltration surpasses all other 
water treatment systems for ensuring 
pure, clear water with low maintenance 
and reduced chemical usage.  
The system does this by combining 
efficient, effective filtration, water 
circulation and skimming process.



Choose... YOUR SEAT.
Our solid understanding of 
hydrotherapy and ergonomics of 
the human body extends to the 
Serenity line of hot tubs. Through 
the “Science of Immersion”  
we are creating “ground up” 
innovations improving an existing 
line of hot tubs. All Hydropool 
products interact with the human 
body in the most effective and 
natural way possible.
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Experience Superior Hydrotherapy  
with Serenity Hot Tubs
A Serenity Hot Tub boasts a wide variety of stainless steel jet sizes and 
types. From powerful wide body streams to penetrating finger tip 
massage, each jet individually adjusts to deliver optimum hydrotherapy.
Every body is different, each 
with it’s own unique needs and 
hydrotherapy requirements. 
Sometimes a gentle, wide-body 
massage is desired for general 
relaxation and stress relief, other     
            times a penetrating 
                                high velocity flow 

is needed to invigorate and relieve 
tired or aching muscles. Hydropool’s 
unique “Science of Immersion” 
combines the benefits of all of the 
best jet sizes, types and designs 
available, ensuring you receive the 
customized massage just right for 
you. With the simple touch of a   
button, the swing of the Hydropool  
               diverter valve, or turn of the 

adjustable jets, your hot tub can be 
converted from a gentle soothing 
all-body massage to an invigorating, 
penetrating massage specifically 
targeted to the muscles of your 
choice. Full force, gentle massage, 
or somewhere in between… the 
Hydropool “Science of Immersion” 
gives you the choice to select your 
desired level of intensity.

Choose your 
Hydrotherapy Series
Don’t let other hot tub manufacturers tell 
you what to purchase. Your hydrotherapy 
needs are what matters and only Hydropool 
lets you choose exactly what is right for you. 
First, select the model that is the right size, 
color and interior configuration for your  
application. Then, select from a number  
of available hydrotherapy packages to  
complete your hot tub package.  

Dream Scents 
on Demand

Northern lights
or Deluxe LED Double Serenity 

HydroFalls 

Choose your  
  Therapeutic Option 
A variety of deep bucket seats, higher 
cool down seats, comfortable bench 
seats and the body form ”Never Float” 
Lounger gives everyone a seat of 
choice. Extra large foot wells allow  
you to stretch out, relax and enjoy.

Select your 
HydroFlow jets
Hydropool’s therapy seats are fully 
adjustable for the ultimate full body 
massage. Many models include seats 
with shoulder jets to provide a strong, 
full upper back, shoulder and neck 
massage while foot and calf jets relieve 
foot and leg tension.  Take a load off of 
your feet with Hydropool’s fully adjustable 
Hydro-fluidity non-bearing jets provide the 
ultimate in relaxation and tension relief.1
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Personalize... YOUR MASSAGE.
The Hydropool Science of Immersion  
plays a crucial role in stress relief and 
Hydrotherapy.  The Serenity Hot Tub is 
designed to offer the best hydrotherapy  
in its class. It can be the solution relieving 
insomnia, pain and headaches, detoxification 
and provides deep relaxation. Our design team 
comprises of Chiropractors, Physiotherapists 
and Industrial Designers that utilize their insight 
into the human physique and the  Hydropool 
“Science of Immersion.”

Personalize... 
THE MOOD.
Part of the experience 
is enhancing the mood 
and we have developed
a number of features 
 and options that do 
just that.

Never Float Lounger

Swivel Seat

X-treme Seat

Cool Down Seat

Arm Rests
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Engineered To Be The Most 
Energy-Efficient Hot Tub Built In The World...

Serenity’s HydroWise  
Thermal Shield Insulating System.
Our innovative HydroWise  Thermal Shield Energy  
Efficient Insulation along with our superior 4 inch  
HydroWise Hard Cover keeps the heat in and the 
cold out. Combine this with the fact that our hot tubs  
are engineered to be the most energy efficient in  
the world, providing 100ºF / 37ºC... 
                             for just pennies a day.

        Programmable  
        Controls 
Your Hydropool Hot Tub does  
not need to continually operate.  
Select your desired water 
temperature and the hot tub 
automatically maintains this 
temperature while ensuring that 
your hot tub is automatically 
conserving as much energy 
as possible.

       HydroWise Heat  
       Shield Hardcover

l MADE FOR CANADIAN WINTERS
l Heavy Duty tapered lockable
    safety hardcover.
l Insulated baffle in the fold area.
l Locks the heat in and the cold out.

       Insulated  
        Thermal Shield Blanket
l Triple Thermal Shield Technology        
   (pipes, cabinet and floor).
l Aluminum foil side of  Thermal Shield        
   reflects the heat back into the hot tub.
l Black side of Thermal Shield and pipes      
   designed to absorb heat.

      Low Amperage  
        Evergreen Pumps 

l HIGH FLOW – LOW ENERGY PUMPS

l Pumps that are engineered to  
    produce high flow rates with  
    low energy output.

      Eco Heat  
        Exchange Technology 

l FULLY ADJUSTABLE VENTING

l Each pump creates 1.5 kw of waste  
   heat and our HydroWise  Thermal Shield     
   blanket reflects that heat back into our     
   hot tub cavity.

l HydroWise Thermal vents maximize      
    energy efficiency for any season and   
   any climate.

        Designed To  
        Exceed CEC Regulations

l SETTING THE STANDARD

l Ranked in the top 3 in the world for   
   stand-by wattage and energy efficiency.

l One of the first to be approved under  
    the strict California Energy Commission  
    approvals.
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1) World Famous Comfortable 
 And Spacious Design           

Each and every Hydropool Serenity Hot Tub  
mould is hand crafted by our experienced designers  
and is carefully thought out to provide the ultimate 
in comfort, safety and versatility.

2) Three Stage Acrylic and 
 Polymer Shell

All Hydropool Serenity Shells are vacuum 
formed from the finest acrylic available 
today. After the acrylic is vacuum formed, 
a layer of vinyl ester based glass loc fiber-
glass is applied to ensure perfect bonding 
of the finished shell structure to the acrylic. 
Finally, several layers of polyester based 
glass loc fiberglass are applied to make one 
of the strongest hulls in the industry.

3) Powerful Low Amperage 
      Evergreen Pumping System

Hydropool Hot Tubs use an exclusive pump 
that is designed to provide maximum amount 
of water flow with the least amount of energy 
usage.  This rugged 56 frame pump system is  
hydraulically balanced to deliver perfect water 
pressure to each hot tub jet. Using this style of 
pump provides solid state starting reliability, 
double shaft seal protection and includes a
heavy duty ball bearing system.

4)  Stainless Steel Versa 
 Massage Hydrotherapy 
 System

 The ultimate in Hydropool’s  
“Versa Massage System” is the  
ability to customize the intensity of  
the hydrotherapy to ensure optimal 
relief  for your specific aches, pains  
or injuries. Hydropool Serenity Hot 
Tubs are designed with a variety of  
different stainless steel massage jets 
to ensure that your stress is released 
and you receive maximum enjoyment 
from your hot tub.

5) High Performance  
 Heater

A composite housing is 
installed in the equipment 
area of all Hydropool  
Serenity Hot Tubs. This  
corrosion-free and long  
lasting heater housing  
contains a fully immersed  
4 KW heating element (3 
KW in Europe) that warms 
the water up quickly and 
efficiently maintaining your 
favorite water temperature.

6) Electronic Soft  
 Touch Controls

Electronic controls are at the heart 
of every Hydropool Serenity Hot 
Tub. Offer your customers peace of 
mind and assure them they have 
full control over their hot tub while 
a number of safeguards ensure 
worry free enjoyment.

7) HydroWise Insulating  
 Hard Cover 

Hydropool locks in heat and keeps 
unwanted persons out with one of the  
industries finest safety hardcovers. 
The safety hardcover measures four 
inches thick in the middle and tapers to 
three inches on each end. The marine 
grade vinyl cover is lockable to prevent 
it from opening in windy conditions 
while keeping small animals and  
children out. The taper to each end  
allows any snow and water to run 
away from the hot tub. 

8) Standard LED  
 Lighting 

All Hydropool Serenity Hot 
Tubs include the added  
convenience and reliability  
of Hydropool’s LED lighting 
featuring LED lights that  
sequence through blue,  
green and red.

9) Automatic Water  
 Purification  
 (Ozone) Ready 

When mixed with water, ozone 
is a highly effective oxidizer that 
assists in removing unwanted  
contaminates from the hot tub 
water. Hydropool Serenity Hot 
Tubs are outfitted with all of the  
electrical circuits and plumbing to 
simply add on this very popular 
and convenient option. 

10) Truss Supported  
 Cabinetry With  
 Removable Panels

This high quality cabinetry is installed onto 
a truss supported solid frame for the ultimate 
in strength and durability. In the unlikely 
event that you require access to the hot tub  
plumbing or equipment all four panels  
are removable for easy service access. 

Hydropool’s Serenity Hot Tubs…

Are Well Equipped With
Eighteen Standard Features.

4
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Hydropool’s Serenity Hot Tubs Are Very

Well Equipped With  
Eighteen Standard Features.

12) Polymer Base 
The entire footprint of every 
Hydropool Serenity Hot Tub 
is sealed off with a weather 
resistant polymer base. The 
base is snugly fastened to 
the wood support structure 
and is designed to keep out 
unwanted animals and pests 
while keeping the heat in and 
protecting the hot tub from  
the elements.

13) High Flow, Triple  
 Fastened Manifold  
 Plumbing 

Hydropool Serenity Hot Tubs  
are hydraulically balanced to  
deliver maximum water flow  
at the jet while delivering a 
smooth, quiet and energy  
efficient experience. Plumbing 
joints are cemented onto barbed 
fittings and then further secured 
with a hydraulically installed  
galvanized steel clamp. 

14) Industry Leading  
      Guarantee

Hydropool Hot  Tubs are built to stand 
the test of time and offer an Industry 
Leading Guarantee package. For details 
on coverage inquire with your local 
Hydropool Retailer.

G

U
A R A N T E E

S

E R E N I T Y

15) “HydroWise  Thermal Shield”  
    Energy Efficient Insulation

Hydropool Serenity Hot Tubs are  
engineered to be the most energy  
efficient hot tub in the world. 
Our innovative Thermal Seal Blanket 
along with our superior 4” HydroWise 
Hard Cover keeps the heat in and the 
cold out. Combine this with our ability 
to utilize the excess heat created by the 
pump(s) and you can enjoy the benefits 
of hot water and hydrotherapy for just 
a few cents per day! Hydropool Hot Tubs 
are recognized by the California Energy 
Commission as an energy efficient 
appliance.

16) Clean and Clear 
 Skimming Microfilter

Hydropool Serenity Hot Tubs are 
design and equipped with the 
industry standard suction style 
skimming Microfilter. This is a  
commonly used manufacturing  
technique and can be found on 
many competitive hot tubs. 

17) Super Soft Pillows
Every Hydropool Serenity 
Hot Tub includes strategically 
placed super soft pillows. 
Sit back and fully relax 
while enjoying the
unmatched comfort  
of a Hydropool Serenity  
Hot Tub. 

18) Safety Grab Handles
Built right into the hot tub mould     
    on every Hydropool Hot Tub  
       are a number of safety grab     
         handles. These maintenance       
             free grab handles help you          
                of the hot tub and move     
                   around its interior.

12
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14 15
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Hydropool’s Serenity

Model 4000(Seating: 3-4 persons
Outer Dimensions: 62” x 83.25” x 33.5”*
(157.5cm x 211.5cm x 85.1cm)
Volume:  235 US gal / 888 L
Weight Full:  2536lbs/1151kg

Specifications:
Series  Gold

Jets And Plumbing
Total Therapy Jets  30
3-Way Power Diverter Valve  Yes

Electronics
Dual Speed Filtration Pump & Therapy  Pump                   
North American  4hp
International 230v 50hz  4hp
Electronic Controls  Gold
Freeze Protection  Yes
Pump Purge  Yes
Standby Mode  Yes
Programmable Filtration Cycles  Yes
Electronic Temperature Control  Yes
Standard LED Lighting  Yes

*+/- tolerance of 1/4” on the dimensions of hot tub.
  Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Silver  
Marble

Silver  
Marble

this HYDROPOOL  
Serenity Model 4000 
has a Carbon Foot print of:

Gold Series:  
.068 tCO2-e/month

* Specification for North American Serenity Hot Tub 

*+/- tolerance of 1/4” on dimensions of hot tub.
 Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Seating: 4-5 persons
Outer Dimensions: 79.5” x 79.5” x 35”*

(202 cm x 202 cm x 89 cm)
Volume:  318 US gal/1205 L

Weight Full:  3328 lbs/1510kg

Specifications:
Series Gold Platinum

Jets And Plumbing
Total Therapy Jets 30 40
3-Way Power Diverter Valve Yes Yes

Electronics
Dual Speed Filtration Pump & Therapy  Pump* 4hp               
International 230v 50hz                         4hp
Dual Speed Filtration Pump  
& Single Speed Therapy Pump*                      3&4hp
International 230v 50hz  3&4hp
Electronic Controls Gold Platinum
Freeze Protection Yes Yes
Pump Purge Yes Yes
Standby Mode Yes Yes
Programmable Filtration Cycles Yes Yes
Electronic Temperature Control Yes Yes
Standard LED Lighting Yes Yes

Hydropool’s Serenity

Model 5000

(

this HYDROPOOL  
Serenity Model 5000 
has a Carbon Foot print of:

Gold Series:  
.070 tCO2-e/month
Platinum Series:  
.073 tCO2-e/month
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Specifications:
Series Gold Platinum

Jets And Plumbing
Total Therapy Jets 30 40
3-Way Power Diverter Valve Yes Yes

Electronics
Dual Speed Filtration Pump & Therapy Pump*  4hp               
International 230v 50hz                         4hp
Dual Speed Filtration Pump  
& Single Speed Therapy  Pump*                      3&4hp
International 230v 50hz  3&4hp
Electronic Controls Gold Platinum
Freeze Protection Yes Yes
Pump Purge Yes Yes
Standby Mode Yes Yes
Programmable Filtration Cycles Yes Yes
Electronic Temperature Control Yes Yes
Standard LED Lighting Yes Yes

Hydropool’s Serenity

Model 6000

)

Seating: 5-6 persons
Outer Dimensions: 83.5” x 83.5” x 36.5”*
(212 cm x 212 cm x 93 cm
Volume:  396 US gal/1500 L
Weight Full:  4091 lbs / 1856 kg
*+/- tolerance of 1/4” dimensions of hot tub.
 Specifications are subject to change without notice.

this HYDROPOOL  
Serenity Model 6000 
has a Carbon Foot print of:

Gold Series:  
.073 tCO2-e/month
Platinum Series:  
.076 tCO2-e/month

Silver  
Marble

* Specification for North American Serenity Hot Tub 

* Specification for North American Serenity Hot Tub 

Hydropool’s Serenity

Model 7000

(Seating: 6-7 persons
Outer Dimensions: 83.5” X 83.5” X 36.5”*

(212 cm X 212 cm X 93 cm)
Volume:  416 US gal/ 1573l

Weight Full: 4216 lbs/1913 kg

Specifications:
Series Gold Platinum

Jets And Plumbing
Total Therapy Jets 30 40
3-Way Power Diverter Valve Yes Yes

Electronics
Dual Speed Filtration Pump & Therapy Pump* 4hp               
International 230v 50hz                         4hp
Dual Speed Filtration Pump  
& Single Speed Therapy  Pump*                     3&4hp                            
International 230v 50hz  3&4hp
Electronic Controls Gold Platinum
Freeze Protection Yes Yes
Pump Purge Yes Yes
Standby Mode Yes Yes
Programmable Filtration Cycles Yes Yes
Electronic Temperature Control Yes Yes
Standard LED Lighting Yes Yes

*+/- tolerance of 1/4” on the dimensions of hot tub.
 Specifications are subject to change without notice.

this HYDROPOOL  
Serenity Model 7000 
has a Carbon Foot print of:

Gold Series:  
.073 tCO2-e/month
Platinum Series:  
.076 tCO2-e/month

Silver  
Marble



* Specification for North American Serenity Hot Tub 
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From Powerful  Wide Body Streams to Penetrating 
Finger Tip Massage, Each Jet Individually Adjusts 

to Deliver Optimum Hydrotherapy.

Specifications:
Series  Platinum

Jets And Plumbing
Total Therapy Jets  40
3-Way Power Diverter Valve  Yes

Electronics
Dual Speed Filtration Pump  
& Single Speed Therapy  Pump*                               3&4hp
International 230v 50hz  3&4hp
Electronic Controls  Platinum
Freeze Protection  Yes
Pump Purge   Yes
Standby Mode  Yes
Programmable Filtration Cycles  Yes
Electronic Temperature Control  Yes
Standard LED Lighting  Yes

this HYDROPOOL  
Serenity Model 8000 
has a Carbon Foot print of:

Platinum Series:  
.082 tCO2-e/month

Hydropool’s Serenity

Model 8000

)Seating: 7-8 persons
Outer Dimensions: 92” x 92” x 37”*
(233.7 cm x 233.7 cm x 96 cm)
Volume:  508 US gal/1923 L
Weight Full:  5091 lbs / 2310 kg
*+/- tolerance of 1/4” dimensions of hot tub.
 Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Silver  
Marble
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When It’s Time To  Relax, 
Know Your Options.



Standard Dura 
Cabinetry

Optional Cedar and 
Everlast Cabinetry
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Chestnut

Kalahari

Bronze

Deep Sea
Blue

Summer 
Sapphire

Silver 
Marble

Quartz 
Mist

Midnight
Mist

Cappuccino 
Mist

Alpine
Mist

Standard  
Acrylic  
Colors* 
All Hydropool Hot  
Tubs & Swim Spas  
are manufactured  
using only the finest 
cross link acrylic  
that delivers the  
ultimate in beauty  
and durability.

Optional  
Upgrade
Color Only

* Hot tubs colors may not be  
   exactly as shown due to printing.

† Not available on SE models.

*North American models only.

Audio
Serenity Sound Mp3 Docking Station  
With Amplifier, Surround Sound Speakers
Hydropool’s HydroTunes MP3 sound system 
includes a waterproof MP3 docking station, AM/FM 
Tuner and two Speakers.

Cabinets
Standard Dura Cabinet or  
Optional Everlast Cabinet Upgrade  

Hydropool Serenity Hot Tubs come standard  
with our Maintenance-Free Dura Cabinetry.  
This premium quality cabinetry is installed 
onto a sturdy wood substructure for great 
durability and is embossed for the most realistic 
look possible. In the unlikely event that you 
require access to the hot tub plumbing or 
equipment, all four panels are removable for 
easy service access. Choose from Driftwood 
and Espresso finishes. Or you can upgrade 
to our Everlast premium finishes or real Cedar. 

Cover Options and Accessories
CoverRemover Standard 

 The CoverRemover Standard is Hydropool’s most       
popular cover removal system. The CoverRemover   
Standard is attractive with it’s sleek low profile look,
is easy to use, is space efficient and simple in design.     
With only one moving part and a built in stop 
mechanism,  the CoverRemover Standard has been  
proven to be absolutely trouble free.

CoverRemover Plus 
The CoverRemover Plus is manufactured from powder   
coated aluminum, providing years of trouble free     
performance. The  CoverRemover Plus is especially 
space efficient and allows for the hot tub cover to be  
removed up against a wall or other close objects.  
The CoverRemover Plus can be partly lifted at one   
side and the hydraulic pistons assist with the final  
removal of the cover.

Cover Remover Low Profile
Soon to be the most popular cover removal system still 
easy to use, still absolutely trouble-free but is even more 
space efficient with its noticeably lower profile.

Hydrotherapy
HydroFlex Air  Therapy System
Every Variable Speed Air Therapy System 
is designed to offer you a privileged
 moment where up to 10,000 perfectly 
aimed air bubbles apply ideal pressure 
to provide you with an all encompassing  
therapeutic massage.  Your physical, emotional, 
mental and energetic needs are the inspiration 
behind everything we do. The range of pressure 
created by the air therapy system offered has been 
meticulously developed to soothe your mind and  
     nourish your body and soul.  

Double Serenity HydroFalls 
The Serenity Water Fall provides 
the soothing sound of cascading 
water and adds an element of visual 
attraction to dramatically enhance your 
hot tub experience. Serenity 4000 models 
may be equipped with one waterfall. 
All other Serenity models may be equipped 
with two waterfalls. HydroFalls illuminated 
if ordered with deluxe led.

Aromatherapy Options
Dreamscents On Demand
As part of your total sensory hot tub  
experience, our state-of-the-art technology  
provides you the chance to change the mood 
or enhance your hot tub experience at the 
push of a button. It injects just the right 
amount of aromatherapy Essential Oils 
into your Serenity Hot Tub. 
The Essential Oils are available in a 
wide variety of pleasing and stimulating 
scents from your Hydropool Retailer.

Lighting
Deluxe LED and Garden FX Lighting 
The deluxe LED lighting upgrade adds 
3 additional LED lights (making a total 
of four) to the hot tub interior 
and helps you relax while enhancing 
your hot tub experience. The addition 
of the Garden FX lighting creates a 
safe entry and exit point to the hot tub 
at all times.

Northern Lights 
This upgrade to LED lights offers  
strategically placed lighting that  
illuminate all of the top mounted control 
valves. They are brilliantly colored and 
sequence through a range of colors when 
turned on or can be locked on to one  
preferred color.  
 These lights are also complemented by 
LED lights that illuminate discreetly from 
behind the waterfall jet(s). 

Steps
Matching Two Tier Step 
Hydropool’s optional two  
tier step makes entering and  
exiting your hot tub safe and 
easy.  These steps are available  
in Clear Cedar or in Everlast 
Natural Cedar, Driftwood  
or Espresso finishes.

Other Popular  
Upgrades and Options
40, 50 Or 60 Amp Gfci  
With Subpanel   
In order to ensure that bathers are 
fully protected while using their hot 
tub, a ground fault circuit interrupter  
(GFCI) must be installed. For your 
customers convenience, provide 
them with a matching GFCI breaker
that conveniently installs into the     
 included custom sub panel.
(North America Only)
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Personalize Hydropool Serenity Hot Tub With These

Outstanding Options and Upgrades.

     Cedar
(real wood) Midnight Driftwood

Driftwood

Espresso

Espresso

Premium Garantee 
Extend the warranty on the  
operating equipment and plumbing 
for an additional 2 years.
(North America Only)

Worry-Free and Convenient  
Watercare Systems 
Choose from EZaquazure 
Mineral System or the EZcare 
Watercare System. 

Grey

Cover Color 
Options

Water  
Management
EZ Ultra Pure Ozone System
When mixed with water ozone 
is a highly effective oxidizer that 
assists in removing unwanted 
contaminants from the hot tub 
water.

 EZ Ultra Pure Salt Water 
Bromine System
When mixed with water, ozone  
is a highly effective oxidizer that 
assists in removing unwanted 
contaminates from the hot tub 
water. Hydropool Serenity Hot 
Tubs can be ordered with an  
ozone injection system that  
keeps the ozone in the water  
and dramatically improves the 
performance of the system.

Automatic Chemical Feeder  
After the hot tub water is treated 
with ozone, the water is then 
treated with chlorine or bromine. 
This ensures that the bathers are 
fully protected and that the hot 
tub water is safe and bacteria free.
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The Company Behind      
Every Serenity Hot  Tub.

Hydropool originated in 1980 and has become one of the largest hot tub and 
swim spa retailers and manufacturers in the world. Whether it’s our products, 
knowledgeable advice, or after sales service and support, our team must give 

our customers not just great service but... 

the best experience in the hot tub industry.

We meet or exceed all international 
standards with our HydroWise 
Insulation System and allows us to 
meet the rigorous energy efficiency 
standards set out by the California 
Energy Commission and we are the 
World’s First C.E.C. Approved Hot Tub 
and Swim Spa manufacturer.

For thirty years Hydropool Self-Cleaning 
and Serenity Hot Tubs have achieved 
unsurpassed recognition worldwide by 
setting the industry standards for hot tub 
design and innovation. We have been 
awarded the most cerficationsand honors 
in the hot tub industry. 

Our Goal... is to be the pre-eminent
manufacturer and developer of hot 
tubson the planet. We have the very 
best people in the industry who have 
the passion, vision and knowledge to 
delivercustomer satisfaction every day.



Hydropool Inc.:
Tel: 905.565.6810
Toll Free: 1.800.465.2933
Fax: 905.565.6820
Email: info@hydropoolhottubs.com

www.hydropoolhottubs.com

Bui l t  to  pe r fo rm.  p r i ced  to  se l l .

HYDROPOOL

Serenity Hot Tubs

your authorized Hydropool Retailer is:

SERHT1212


